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ABSTRACT
INVARIANT FRECHET ALGEBRAS
ON BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS
by
Oleg Eroshkin
University of New Hampshire, September, 2009

Let D be a bounded domain in the complex vector space Cn. We say that D is symmetric iff, given any two points p,q e D, there is a biholomorphism <p, which interchanges
p and q. These domains were classified abstractly by Elie Cartan in his general study
of symmetric spaces, and were canonically realized in Cn by Harish-Chandra. They include polydisks and Siegel domains.
Let D be a bounded symmetric domain in C n , and G be the largest connected group
of biholomorphic automorphisms of D. The algebra C(D) of all continuous (not necessarily bounded) complex-valued functions on D with compact-open topology is a
Frechet algebra. A closed subalgebra of C{D) is called an invariant algebra if it is closed
under compositions with elements of G.
We prove that if D is irreducible, then there are only three invariant algebras with
identity with maximal ideal space D : C(D), the set of all holomorphic functions H{D)
and the set of all antiholomorphic functions H{D). This result partially generalizes the
Rudin's classification of invariant algebras on unit ball in C n . For the general symmetric
bounded domain D we prove that the only invariant algebras are tensor products of
invariant algebras on irreducible factors of D.

vii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this document, G will denote a Lie group with at most countably many
components, and H will denote a closed subgroup.
Let M = G/H be a homogeneous space and C{M) be the algebra of all continuous
complex valued functions on M with the topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets. The homogeneous space M = G/H is an analytic manifold, and by our assumption on G it has a countable base, so C{M) is a Frechet algebra.
The group G acts on C{M) by the formula
(g-/)(z) = / ( g _ 1 - z ) .
If A is a closed subalgebra of C{M) we say that A is an invariant algebra if whenever / is
in A and g is in G, then g • f is in A. The study of invariant subalebras and subspaces of
C(M) on a compact homogeneous space has a long history and for many spaces complete classification is available (see, for example [10], [12], [43], [31], [20]).
Invariant algebras of bounded continuous functions on noncompact symmetric spaces
were considered by several authors. A. Nagel and W. Rudin [31, 37] classified invariant
algebras of function continuous on the closed unit ball B in C". T. Kaptanoglu [27] characterized invariant algebras on the closed unit polydisk U . Independently, E. Grinberg
[22] classified invariant algebras on closed bounded symmetric domains in C n .
W. Rudin remarked in [37] that "there seems to be no good reason why continuity
on the boundary should play a role in the preceding results." Later W. Rudin in [38]
proved that there are only four unital invariant subalgebras of C{Bn): C(Bn), the algebra
of holomorphic functions H(Bn), the algebra of antiholomorphic functions H(Bn), and
the algebra of constant functions C .
E. Grinberg conjectured that this result should generalize to an arbitrary irreducible
1

bounded symmetric domain.
A bounded domain M in C n is called symmetric if every point of M is an isolated
fixed point of an involutive biholomorphic automorphism of M. See [23] and [44] as
general references for the theory of bounded symmetric domains. Every bounded symmetric domain with Bergman metric is a Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact
type. Let G be a connected component of the group of biholomorphic isomorphisms
of M. The group G is a semisimple Lie group, acting transitively on M = G/H, where
compact subgroup H is an isotropy group of a point in M. For example, if D = Un is the
unit polydisk, then G is the product of n copies of the Mobius group SU{\, 1), and H is
the product of n copies of SO(2). As shown by Harish-Chandra, every bounded symmetric domain can be realized as circular convex domain in C". Recall that a domain M is
called circular if e'^z e M for every real 0 and every ze M. Then O e M and without lost
of generality we may assume, that H is an isotropy group of 0. We will always assume
that a bounded symmetric domain is given in Harish-Chandra realization. The maximal
ideal space of Frechet algebra is the set of all continuous multiplicative functionals. We
prove the following.
Theorem 1.1. LetM be a bounded symmetric domain and A be a unital invariant algebra
with the maximal ideal space M.
1. IfM is irreducible, then A is one of the following
a) the algebra of all continuous functions C(M);
b) the algebra of all holomorphic functions H(M);
c) the algebra of all antiholomorphic functions H{M);
2. IfM = Mi x M2 x • • • x Mfc is a decomposition into the product of irreducible components, then A = A\ ® A2 ® • • • ® Ak where Aj is an invariant subalgebra ofC{Mf).
If A is a subalgebra of C(X), and B is a subalgebra of C{Y), the tensor product A ® B
is a closed subalgebra of C{X x F), generated by products f(x)g(y), where / e A, and
geB.
It is an interesting question, if the condition on the maximal ideal space is necessary
in the theorem. The last chapter contains some preliminary results toward this problem.
The maximal ideal space WIA of an invariant algebra A on a homogeneous manifold
M = G/H can be much bigger than M. The group G acts naturally on VJIA- The dimension of an orbit G • $ in DJIA can be greater than the dimension of M. However, it may
2

happen only in exchange for an "extra complex structure". We show that the image of
M in DJIA and orbits G • (p have natural structures of CR-manifolds, and the following
inequality holds.
Theorem 1.2. Let M' be the image ofM in VJIA under the evaluation map z:f-> f{z). If
M' is totally real, then for every </> e TIA
dim G-(p- CR-dim G-<p< dim M' < dim M.
The expression in the left side of the inequality can be interpreted as a dimension
over C of a linear space of differentials of smooth functions in A at a point.
The complete classification of invariant algebras on homogeneous manifolds is out
of reach. Nevertheless the author hopes that this theorem can be used to characterize
maximal ideal spaces of invariant algebras.
In Chapter 2 we define the homogeneous CR structure on orbits. Theorem 1.1 is
proved in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is based on the author's paper [16]. We prove here that
manifolds of Gevrey class are pluripolar. We introduce the notion of Kolmogorov dimension, and estimate the Kolmogorov dimension of manifolds of Gevrey class. Theorem 1.2
is proved in Chapter 5 using the result on pluripolarity of manifolds. If M is a bounded
symmetric domain, we show that orbits in maximal ideal space are isomorphic to orbits
in the complexification of M, called the complex crown. We show that in this case, if
the maximal ideal space 5DTA ^ M, than VJIA must contains a neighborhood of M in the
complex crown.

3

CHAPTER 2
INVARIANT FUNCTION SPACES ON
HOMOGENEOUS MANIFOLDS
2.1

Preliminaries

Definition 2.1. A Hausdorff space is called a k-space if every subset intersecting every
compact subset in a closed set is itself closed.
A locally compact Hausdorff space is an example of a fc-space. In particular, a manifold is a fc-space.
Definition 2.2. A Hausdorff space X is called hemicompact if there is a countable compact exhaustion K\ c Kz e ... of X such that for every compact subset K c X there is n
such that KaKn. Such an exhaustion (Kn) is called admissible.
Theorem 2.3. Let X be hemicompact k-space. Then C{X) with the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets is a Frechet algebra. The topology on C{X) is generated
by the seminorms \ \ • 11 K„ , where
ll/lljc„ = sup|/(z)|.
zeKn

Proof. See [21] p. 69.

•

Example 2.4. Let M be a manifold with a countable base. Then M is metrizable. Choose
a metric on M and a point p e M . A family of closed balls Kn = B(p,n) of radius n is an
admissible exhaustion of M. Therefore C{M) is a Frechet algebra.

4

Definition 2.5. Let A be a Frechet algebra. The set of all continuous nonzero complexvalued algebra homomorphism of A is called the maximal ideal space of A and is denoted by VJIA- The maximal ideal set TIA is a closed subset of a topological dual space
A'. We endow SPT^ with the relative topology.
If A is a closed point separating subalgebra of C(M), then the evaluation map M —•
VJIA given by z: f — f[z) is one-to-one.

2.2 Functions of Gevrey Class
Let M - GIH be a homogeneous space. If / e C(Af) and [i is a measure on G with compact support, the convolution

H*nz)=ff(g-l-z)d^(g)
G
is a well defined continuous function on M. Let dg be a Haar measure on G. If he C{G)
has compact support, define the convolution
h* f = (hdg) * f.
Definition 2.6. Let V be a vector subspace of C(M). The vector space of all smooth
functions in V is denoted V°°.
If V is a closed invariant vector subspace of C{M), then V°° is dense in V. Indeed,
the vector space V is invariant with respect to convolutions. Convolutions with smooth
functions are smooth and dense in V. If M is compact, then V is a Banach space, and, as
E. Nelson showed [32], analytic functions are dense in V. Such a result is not available
for invariant Frechet spaces of functions on noncompact homogeneous manifolds. To
mitigate this obstacle we will work with ultra-differentiable functions.
We need to introduce some notation first. For a multi-indices
a = {ai,a2,...,am),

0 = (/3i,/32,...,)3m)

we define
m

a\= ri a ;!'

an

d

7=1

5

a

a!

[P

(a-iW

For an integer k we define a + k = {a\ + k, ct2 + k,..., am + k). For a point x e Um we
define xa = Yl^x"1. If / e C°°(IRm) we denote
Q\a\

Let U be an open set in Um and s > 1. A function / e C°°(U) is said to belong to
Gevrey class GS(U) if for every compact KcU there exists a constant Cfc > 0 such that
sup|d a / ( x ) | < c £ l + W ,

(2.1)

for every multi-index a. The class G5 forms an algebra. The Gevrey class Gs is closed
with respect to composition and the Implicit Function Theorem holds for Gs [29], thus
one may define manifolds (and submanifolds) of Gevrey class Gs in the usual way. A
homogeneous space M = G/H has a natural analytic manifold structure. A function
/ e C°°(M) is said to belong to Gevrey class GS(X) if/ is in Gs locally on every analytic
chart.
Lemma 2.7. Let V bean invariant vector subspace of C(M). Ifs> 1 then the set of functions of Gevrey class Vs = V n GS{M) is dense in V.
Proof. By Denjoy-Carleman theorem [24] the Gevrey class is not quasi-analytic. For
every nonempty open set w c G there exists a nonzero function h e GS(G) with support in (o. Choose a "delta function sequence" hn such, that limsupp(fon) = {e}, and
fGhndg=l.
Then convolutions hn* f are in GS(M) and lim hn* f = / .
•
Remark 2.8. Clearly, if / e Ck(M), then hn * f converges to / in the topology of Ck.

2.3 CR Structure on Orbits
In this section we will show that a closed invariant vector subspace V c C{M) induces
a natural invariant CR structure on orbits of G on a dual space. Let V' be a topological
dual to V. The group G acts on V' by the formula
(g-0)(/) = 0 ( g - 1 - / ) .
We will always consider orbits of G in V' with a unique homogeneous CR structure induced by V. This is the "largest"1 CR structure for which functions in V are CR functions
on the orbit.
'having a maximal CR dimension

6

Let S be a smooth manifold, and let Y be a subbundle of the complexified tangent
bundle CT{S). Recall, that the pair (S, Y) is called a CR manifold if Y is involutive, that is
[Y, Y] c Y, and for every peS
YpnYp = {0}.
The complex tangent space Hp{S) e Tp{S) at p is the real part of Yp, that is, the vector
space of X + X for X e Yp. The complex dimension of the vector space Hp[S) is called
the CR dimension, and the real dimension of the factorspace Tp{S)l Hp(S) is called the
CR codimension of S. A continuous function / on S is called a CR function if 1 / = 0 for
every section LeY, where Lf is the derivative in the sense of distribution. See [8] and
[5] as references for CR manifolds and CR functions.
A CR structure on a homogeneous manifold M = GIH is called homogeneous if G
acts on M by CR automorphisms. Let p e M b e a coset H. Let g and h be Lie algebras of
G and H. Let QC and he be the complexifications of g and h. We will identify complex
vector spaces CTp(S) and gc/rje. and also real vector spaces Tp{S) and g/h. Suppose q
be a complex subalgebra of Qc- The pair {GIH, q) is called a homogeneous CR structure,
if
qng = h,

and

q/h c = V

(2.2)

See [3] for the basic facts on homogeneous CR manifolds. The CR structure on GIH is
completely determined by q. For example,
tfp(S) = ((q + q ) n g ) / h .

(2.3)

The CR dimension of {GIH,q) is equal to dime q - dim^ h, and the CR codimension
is equal to dimR g - dime q.
Let G • (p be an orbit in V'. Let N be the isotropy group of 0. The vector X - i Y e gc,
where X, Y e g, is said to annihilate V if for every / e V°°
— {exp(tX) •((>)/=i—{exp(tY)-(P)f.
(2.4)
at
at
The vector space V induces on G • (p the homogeneous CR structure [GIN, q), where
q = {Z = X+iY: X-iYannihilates

V] .

(2.5)

Remark 2.9. A "typical" functional (peV has no symmetries. For such <p the CR structure on the orbit G • <p is totally-real, dim G-(p = dim G, and CR- dim G • 0 = 0.

7

An orbit G-0 can be considered as a smooth submanifold of an infinite-dimensional
complex space (V00)'. This imbedding gives an equivalent description of the homogeneous CR structure on the orbit. It is more convenient to work with local imbeddings
into finite-dimensional spaces. Let
m - dim G • 0 - CR-dim G • 0;
then there exist a neighborhood U of e e G and m functions / i , /2> • -., /m e V°° such that
the map T: U- 0 — C m given by T{xf/) = [y/{f\),yifz),..., y(/m)) is a CR imbedding.
Let Grq{gc) be the Grassmanian of ^-dimensional complex linear subspaces of go
Lemma 2.10. Let W c Grq (gc) be an open set. Let U be the set of all junctionals cpeV'
such that the orbit G • 0 has the homogeneous CR structure (G • 0, q), where q is a subspace
of an element ofW. Then the set U is open.
Proof. Let f\, fz,..., fm be as above. Let Xi, X2, • • •, Xs be a basis for g. Consider functions
fjr, j = 1,2, • • •, m, r = 1,2, • • •, s, defined by:
/,Y = ^ ( e * p ( - f X r ) - / ; ) .

(2-6)

Clearly these functions are in V. The matrix valued function F = (fjr) is continuous on V'. The kernel of the matrix F((p) is the complex Lie algebra q defining the
homogeneous CR structure on the orbit G • <p. Let y/ e V and (G • y, q') be a homogeneous CR structure on an orbit G-y/. Then q' is a subspace of a kernel of F{y/). Because
W c Grq (gc) is an open set, the set Y of m x s complex-valued matrices B such that ker B
is a subspace of an element of W is an open set. Let Z be the set of functional y/, such
that ker F{y/) e Y. Then Z is open, and 0 e Z c [/.
D

2.4 Decomposition of Bounded Symmetric Domains
The image of M under the evaluation map M — V given by z : f — /(z) is an orbit of
G. If functions in V separate points in M, then the evaluation map is a diffeomorphism
onto this orbit and V induces a homogeneous CR structure on M. In general, we may
identify the image of M with M' = G/N, where N 2 H is a closed subgroup of G. Functions in V are constant on orbits of N in M and separate points in M'.
The CR structure on M' is especially simple when M is a bounded symmetric domain. In this case the CR structure is Levi-flat and M' is a product of a complex domain
and a totally-real domain. The following two lemmas are well known.
8

Lemma 2.11. Let M = GIH be a bounded symmetric domain. Let N c G be a closed
subgroup. IfH is a connected component ofN, then H = N.
Proof. Recall that we assume that a bounded symmetric domain is given in HarishChandra realization, so M <= Cn is convex and circular, 0 e M and H is an isotropy group
ofO. The group
acting on M by multiplications, is a subgroup of H. Then for every z e N • 0 the circle
S1 • z = {e^z: <p e U} is in N- 0. By the assumptions, the image N- 0 = NIH is discrete.
Therefore N • 0 = 0 and N = H.
•
Lemma 2.12. Let M = GIH be a bounded symmetric domain. Let N 3 H be a closed
proper subgroup ofG. Then there exist bounded symmetric domains M' = G'/H' and
M" = G"/H" such that
M = M'xM",

(2.7)

GIN = M',

(2.8)

N=H'xG".

(2.9)

Proof. Let M = Mi x Mz x • • • x M^ be a decomposition of M into the product of irreducible bounded symmetric domains. Let My = Gj/Hj, and gy, hy be Lie algebras of
Gj and Hy. If gy = hy + my is a Cartan decomposition , then each my is an irreducible
representation of Ad(H) (see [23], ch. VIII). Clearly, for i •£ j , a group Ad(/f,) acts on my
trivially. Hence Ad(H) representations m, and my are not equivalent. Because the Lie
algebra n of the group N is Ad(H)-invariant, it follows that n = nx + rt2 + • • • + n^, where
each ny is either hy or gy. Put

and / " = {1,2,.... k] - f. Choose
G'=l\Gi,
ie/'

G"=Y\Gj,

H' = G'nH,

H" = G"nH.

jej"

By construction n = h'+g". Because Gy and Hy are connected, it follows that the product
H' x G" is a connected component of N. It remains to show that AT = H' x G". Consider
Af' = NnG'. Then H' is a connected component of N' and by Lemma 2.11 we have
N'= H', so N=H'xG".
D
Lemma 2.13. LetM be a bounded symmetric domain.
9

1. IfM is irreducible then a homogeneous CR structure on M is one of the following
a) The CR functions are the holomorphic functions;
b) The CR functions are the antiholomorphic functions;
c) The CR functions are the continuous functions (totally real case).
2. IfM = M\ x Mz x • • • x Mjt is a decomposition into the product of irreducible components, then a homogeneous CR structure on M is a product of homogeneous CR
structures on components.
Proof. Let My = GjlHj be an irreducible factor in the decomposition of M. Let gy and
hy be Lie algebras of Gj and Hj correspondingly. Let gy = hy + my be a Cartan decomposition. Then my is an irreducible representation of Ad(H). If Hy is an isotropy group
of p e Mj, then we can identify vector spaces my and Tp{Mj), and therefore there exists
an Ad{H)-invariant complex structure / on my. The complex structure / is the K-linear
endomorphism / such that J2 = -I and / commutes with each element in Ad(H). The
endomorphism / can be extended by C-linearity to the complexification xrfi. Let W and
W be eigenspaces of / corresponding to eigenvalues i and -i. Then xvS = W + W is a
decomposition into sum of irreducible Ad{H) representations. Let (M, q) be a homogeneous CR structure. Put qy = q n g^. Then qy n gy = hy and qy is Ad{H) -invariant. Clearly
q = T.kj=l qy • There are only three possibilities for qy.
1. qy = h"r (totally real case);
2. c\j-\f- + W (holomorphic case);
3. q ; = fj^ + W (antiholomorphic case).

•
We can combine these three lemmas into the following result.
Theorem 2.14. Let Mbea bounded symmetric domain and V be a closed invariant subspace ofC{M). There exists a unique decomposition
M = MrxMhxMaxMc,

(2.10)

where all factors are bounded symmetric domains satisfying the following properties.

10

1. All functions in V are holomorphic on Mh, antiholomorphic on Ma, and constant
onMc.
2. Functions in V separate points in M' = Mr x Mh x Ma.
3. Put m = dim® Mr + dime M/, + dime Ma,. For every p e M there exist functions
/i,/ 2
/ m e V°° with C -linearly independent differentials dfj (p).
Remark 2.15. By changing the complex structure on Ma factor to opposite, we may assume that the decomposition in (2.10) is M = Mr x Mh x Mc.

11

CHAPTER 3
INVARIANT ALGEBRAS ON BOUNDED
SYMMETRIC DOMAINS

3.1 Invariant Algebras and Decomposition
In this section we use the explicit description of a homogeneous CR structure on a
bounded symmetric domain M - GIH to characterize invariant algebra A. An invariant
algebra is an invariant vector space, and so it induces a decomposition as in Theorem
2.14.
The restriction of A on Mh is H(Mh) by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a bounded symmetric domain and A be an invariant algebra on
M. If holomorphic functions in A separate points on M then A contains all holomorphic
functions.
Proof. We follow [37], Proposition 13.4.7. Without the lost of generality we may assume
that A c H(M). Suppose that M is irreducible. For every / e A the function
In

f(ei6z)e-i0d8

f(z) = ^J

(3.1)

o
is linear and belongs to A. At 0 we have df(0) = df(0). This and the property (3)
of the decomposition in Theorem 2.14 imply, that A contains all coordinate functions
z\, Z2
zn. These functions generate H{M).
O
The local characterization of A on Mr immediately follows from the Approximation
Theorem [33]. Let Xn be a smooth n-dimensional manifold with countable base. Then
12

C{Xn) is a Frechet algebra. Let B be a closed subalgebra of C(X"). Let 5°° be the subalgebra of C°° functions in B.
Definition 3.2. Algebra B is called a totally real algebra if for every point p e Xn there
exist functions / i , / 2 ,..., fn in 5°° with C-linearly independent differentials rf/y (p).
This condition implies that there exists a neighborhood W of p such that the image
F{W) c C" is a totally real manifold, where F{z) = [f\ (z), fziz),..., fn(z)). For an invariant algebra on a homogeneous space it is sufficient to check the condition at one point.
By Theorem 2.14 an invariant totally real algebra separates points.
Proposition 3.3. A totally real algebra B on a smooth n-dimensional manifold Xn is
locally dense in C(Xn), that is for every p e Xn there exists a neighborhood U 3 p such
that the algebra By of restrictions of functions in B onU is dense in C{U).
Proof. Let W and F be as above. By the Corollary 7.2 [33], the point p has a neighborhood p € U c W such that the algebra generated by functions f\,f2,...,fn
C{U).

is dense in
•

The next section and Chapter 5 will be devoted to globalization of this result for invariant algebras, to show that an invariant totally real algebra A on a bounded symmetric domain M is the algebra of all continuous functions C(M). Now we will show that
such result implies the complete classification of algebras on bounded symmetric domains.
Let M\ and Mz be bounded symmetric domains. Let A be an invariant algebra on
M = Mi x Mz- Because M2 is homogeneous and A is invariant, the restrictions of A on
slices Mi x p and Mi x q are naturally isomorphic for all p, q e M2. We will call such
algebra a restriction of A on M\.
Proposition 3.4. LetMr andMh be bounded symmetric domains. Let A be an invariant
algebra on M = Mr x M/,. Suppose that the restriction of A on Mr is dense in C(Mr) and
the restriction of A on Mh is H{Mh). Then A = C{Mr) ® H{Mh).
The proof of this proposition is based on Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem. Usually
this theorem is stated for Banach algebras. For the reader's convenience we prove the
version of Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem for Frechet algebras.
Let X be a hemicompact fc-space (see Section 2.1). Let B be a closed subalgebra of
C(X) containing constants.
13

Definition 3.5. A subset F of X is called a set of antisymmetry of B if every function in B
which is real valued on F is constant on F.
Every point in X is a set of antisymmetry. By Zorn's lemma every point is contained
in a maximal set of antisymmetry. Continuity of functions in B implies that maximal sets
of antisymmetry are closed. If E and F are sets of antisymmetry and E n F is not empty,
then E u F is a set of antisymmetry. Therefore maximal sets of antisymmetry constitute
a closed pairwise disjoint cover for X.
Theorem 3.6 (Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass). Iff e C(X) and f\p e B\p for every maximal
set of antisymmetry F then f eB.
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of X. Consider a Banach algebra B\K which is the
closure of the restriction of B on K. Every maximal set of antisymmetry for B|^ is an
intersection of K and a maximal set of antisymmetry for B. By Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass
theorem for Banach algebras (see for example [19]) / e B\K- Because it holds for every
compact set K, function / is in B.
•
Proof of Proposition 3.4. First we will show that the restriction of A on Mr is C(Mr). Let
nr: M — Mr be the projection on first factor. The closed algebra B = n~l [C{Mr)) c C{M)
is the algebra of all continuous functions on M which are constant on Mj,. We claim that
B is a subalgebra of A. Let {z, w) e M, ze Mr, w e M^. Define the following operator
P: A — A of "averaging" over M^
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P(fUz,w) = ^jf(z,eidw)de.
(3.2)
o
Then P{f) {z, w) = f(z, 0). Clearly P{A) is a subset of B. By the assumptions the algebra
P{A) is dense in B. On the other hand, the operator P is a projection and the image P(A)
is a closed subalgebra of A. Therefore BaA.
For every p e Mr the set p x Mh is a set of antisymmetry for A. These are maximal
sets of antisymmetry for A, because real-valued functions in B separate such sets. Now
Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem implies that A contains all continuous functions that
are holomorphic o n p x M/j for every p e Mr. Hence A - C{Mr) ® H{Mh).
O
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a bounded symmetric domain and B be an invariant algebra
on M. Suppose that M = Mr x M/, x Ma x Mc is a decomposition induced by A. If the
restriction of A on Mr is dense in C{Mr) then
A = C(M r )®H(M ft )®H(M a ).
14

(3.3)

Proof. We may assume that A separates points in M. Also by Remark 2.15 we may assume that the decomposition has form M = Mr x Mh- Then the theorem follows from
Proposition 3.4.
D

3.2 Approximation in Totally Real Algebras
Example 6.1 in [26] shows that a point-separating totally real algebra on a bounded
domain D can be a proper subalgebra of C(D). It is a classical result that if a finitelygenerated totally real algebra B o n a smooth manifold X is such that the maximal ideal
space mB is X, then B = C(X) (see [33], [26]).
Question 3.8. Suppose that B is a totally real algebra on a smooth manifold X such that
the maximal ideal space QJIB is X. Does it follow that B = C{X)1
We show that the answer is positive for an invariant algebra on a bounded symmetric domain.
In this section we assume that A is an invariant totally real algebra on a bounded
symmetric domain M c C " ,
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.9. If the maximal ideal space 9JIA is M, then A = C(M).
Definition 3.10. Let / be a continuous function on M, and h be a continuous function
on M with compact support. Because H is compact, a convolution

(h*fKz) = Jh{g-0)f(g-l-z)dg,
G

is well-defined.
Definition 3.11. Let X and Y be subsets of M. A convolution X * Y is defined as
X*Y

=

{glg2-0:gl-0eX,g2-0eY}.

If X and Y are compact, then X * Y is a support of a convolution of characteristic
functions X * Y = supp $x * ZYDefinition 3.12. Let fj be a sequence of continuous functions on M. Let K be a compact
subset of M. The sequence fj is called a delta function sequence on K if for every h e
C{M) with supp h c K the sequence h * fj uniformly converges to h on K.
15

To prove the theorem we will show that if 9JIA = M, then for every compact K a M
there exists a delta function sequence fj e A. We need several lemmas first.
Definition 3.13. Let E be a subset of M. A point p e M i s a peak point for / e C{M) on E
if f{p) = 1 and | / | < 1 on E\p.
Definition 3.14. A point p e M i s a local peak point for / e C{M) if there exists a neighborhood U of p in M, such that p is a peak point for / on U.
Definition 3.15. A point p e M i s a local peak point for an algebra A if p is a local peak
point for some / e A
Remark 3.16. Our definition of local peak point is equivalent to the usual one (see for
example [19]), because we assume that VJIA = M.
Lemma 3.17. For every point p e M there is a smooth function he A such thatp isalocal
peak point for f.
Proof. The condition that the algebra A is totally real is equivalent to the existence of
smooth functions fi.fz,... fzn in A, such that
dfj (p) = dzj,

and dfn+j (p) = a"z] for j = 1,2,..., n.

(3.4)

We may assume that f\ (/?) = • • • = f2n(p) = 0. Then p is a local peak point for
h = l-Lfjfn+j-

0.5)

a
For Banach algebras local peak points are global peak points. However it is not true
in general for Frechet algebras. See Section (9.2) in [21] for a counterexample. For this
reason we work with peak points on compact sets.
Lemma 3.18. Let K be a compact subset ofM. There exists a smooth function f eA such
that
1. the origin is a peak point for f on K,
2. the function f is H-invariant,
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3. near 0 we have
/(z) = l-Q(z,z) + 0 ( | z | 4 ) ,

(3.6)

whereQ{.z,~z) = Y.i>jkZfzk is a bilinearform, and the real part ReQ(z,z) ispositivedefinite.
Proof. We may assume that K is H-invariant and that 0 e K. Let h be as in the previous
lemma. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 such that 0 is a peak point for h on U. We may
assume that U is totally bounded. For a subset X of M we define X1 = X and Xm+1 =
X * Xm. Choose a neighborhood W of 0 such that W2 c= U. Let X be a closure ofU*K.
LetB = A|x be the closure ofthe restriction of A on X. By Rossi's Local Peak Set Theorem
(Theorem 8.1 in [19]) there exists a function /o e 5, such that 0 is a peak point for /o on
X. Because A°° is dense in A and A\x is dense in B, we may approximate /o on X by
functions in A°°. Hence there exists f\ e A°° such that |/i | has maximum on X at p e VK
and
sup |/i(z)|<|/i(p)|.
(3.7)
zeX\lV

We may assume that f\ (p) = 1. Let g-0 = p, then f2 = g-fi satisfies the following properties.
max|/ 2 (z)| = l = / 2 (0),

(3.8)

zeK

sup | / 2 ( z ) | < l .

(3.9)

zeK\U

Let dhbe the normalized Haar measure on H. Then for sufficiendy small e > 0 the
function / = -^ (dh*fe + eh) satisfies conditions ofthe lemma. Clearly / is H-invariant
and has a peak point at 0. We just need to check (3.6). Recall that the group H contains
S1 = {e1^: (p e U\. A Taylor expansion of an S1 invariant function has form (3.6), and Re Q
is positive-definite by the construction of h.
O
If/ is as in Lemma 3.18, then the sequence fm = cmfm is a delta function sequence
on K, where cm are appropriate constants. This result follows from the arguments in
[22] and [27]. Let Vn be a unit polydisk in C", and dp. be a Lebesgue measure on CM. The
following is essentially Lemma (3.3) in [27].
Lemma 3.19. LetK<zCn be a compact neighborhood of origin. Suppose
(a) f:K—>C is continuous,
(b) | / ( z ) | < l i / z * 0 ,
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(c) near origin f{z) = 1 - Q(z,z) + 0(|z| 4 ), where Q{z,~z) is a bilinear form and ReQ is
positive-definite.
Fixpe

, - . Form = 2,3,..., letem = m~p, and take cm so as to satisfy f£

m

vncmf

dp.

1. Then as m —oo,
(i) lim„_ o o |c m |m" n >0,
(H) fEmVn\cmfm\dix

= Oa),

(Hi) km = sup{\cmfm(z)\:

ze K\emVn}

- 0.

Proof. In [27] (Lemma 3.3) this result is proved for K = U for "polyradial" functions
(i.e. depending on \zi \, \zz\,..., \zn\ only). We will reduce the lemma to this special case.
Replacing, if necessary function f{z) by the dilatation f{rz) we may assume, that K is a
subset of QJ . Let / b e a continuous extension of / on V such that \f{z)\ < 1 if z ^ 0. Let
0(z) and O(z) be polyradial functions defined by
c(>(z) = min{Ref{w):\Wj\

= \zj\ for; = 1,2,...,n]

O(z) = max{|/(u/)| :\wj\ = \zj\ for/ = l,2,...,n}

(3.10)
(3.11)

Functions </> and O satisfy the conditions of the Lemma with K replaced by U and by
Lemma (3.3) in [27], the result holds for these functions. Let bm and dm be defined by
f£ Vn bm(pm dfj.= l and f£ y n dm®m d/d = l. Then dm<cm< bm and (i) follows. Clearly
f
£mV"

\cmfm\dv<

f

\cm$m\dn,

and

emV

\cmfm(z)\<\cm\^m(z).
The result follows.

D

Remark 3.20. If k is a compact subset of M, then the Lemma holds if we replace Lebesgue
measure by G-invariant dm measure on M. Indeed, dm{z) = Cl{z)dfx{z), where O(z) is
a smooth positive function.
Lemma 3.21. Let K be compact subset ofM. There exists a delta function sequence on K.
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Proof. Without lost of generality we may assume that the interior of K contains origin.
Let K2 = K * K. By Lemma 3.18 there exists function / such that origin is a peak point
for / on K2 and / satisfies (3.6). Let em be as in Lemma 3.19. Let n:G-> GIH = M be
the natural mapping and Wm = n~l(eml)n). Clearly n ^ = 1 Wm = 7r_1(0) = H. We claim
that fm = cmfm is a delta function sequence on K, where cm is defined so as to satisfy
f

cmfm{z)dm{z)=

J cmfm(g-0)dg=l.

(3.12)

By Lemma 3.19 (see also Remark 3.20) fm — 0 uniformly on K2 \ emVm, and
[\cmfmig-0)\dg

= O{l).

(3.13)

Let h be a continuous function on M with supp h<z K. We need to show that convolutions h* fm converge to h uniformly on K. Let z = x • 0 e K. Pick e > 0. Let
V={w:\h{w)-h{z)\<e}
be a neighborhood of z. For sufficiently large m we have xW^1 • 0 c V, were
Wnl =

{g~l:geWm}.

Then
(fc*/ m )(z)-/i(z)
= fHg-0)fm{g-l-z)dg-h(z)

fh{xg-l-0)fm(g-0)dg-h(z)

=

G

G

= J {h(xg-l-0)-h(z))fm(g-0)dg+
WM

f

h(xg-l-0)fm(g-0)dg.

G\WM

The first integral is bounded by
m
e f\cmf {g-0)\dg

= (Ke).

The second integral is bounded by
sup

2

m

K2\t\e
m^
mV

i

\fm\[\Hg-0\dg=oW.

G
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(3.14)

Proof of Theorem 3.9. It is sufficient to show that for any compact I c M the restriction
of A on X is dense in C(X). Let Kc Mbea. compact such that an interior of k contains
X. The space of continuous functions on K with compact support is dense in CQ{K),
the Banach space of continuous functions vanishing on dK. Therefore, by the previous
Lemma, the restriction of A on K is dense in CQ(K). The space Co CRT) is dense in C(X)
and the result follows.
•
Proof of Theorem 1.1. This theorem is immediately follows from Theorem 3.7 and 3.9.
D
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CHAPTER 4
PLURIPOLARITY OF MANIFOLDS
4.1 Pluripolar Sets
A set E c C n is called pluripolar if there exists a non-constant plurisubharmonic function (p such that 0 = -co on E. Pluripolar sets form a natural category of "small" sets
in complex analysis. Pluripolar sets are polar, so they have Lebesgue measure zero, but
there are no simple criteria to determine pluripolarity. In this chapter we discuss the
conditions that ensure pluripolarity for smooth manifolds. This problem has a long history. S. Pinchuk [35], using Bishop's "gluing disks" method, proved that a generic manifold of class C3 is non-pluripolar. Recall that the manifold M c C" is called generic at a
point peM, if the tangent space TpM is not contained in a proper complex subspace of
C". A. Sadullaev [39], using the same method proved that a subset of positive measure
of a generic manifold of class C3 is non-pluripolar. It would be of interest to reduce the
required smoothness in this results.. In this direction, N. V. Shcherbina [40] proved that
the pluripolar graphs of continuous functions over domains are holomorphic. The generalization of this result for graphs of functions on generic CR manifolds seems to be an
open problem.
In the opposite direction E. Bedford [6] showed that a real-analytic nowhere generic
manifold is pluripolar. For some applications to harmonic analysis the condition of realanalyticity is too restrictive. However, the result does not hold for merely smooth manifolds. K. Diederich and J. E. Fornaess [13] found an example of a non-pluripolar smooth
curve in C2. They constructed a function / e C°°[0,1] such that the graph of this function
is not pluripolar. In this example the derivatives / (fc) grow very fast as k — oo.
Recently, D. Co man, N. Levenberg and E. A. Poletsky [11] proved that curves of Gevrey
class Gs, s < n + 1 in C n are pluripolar. We generalize this result to higher dimensional
21

manifolds. Recall that the submanifold M c C n i s called totally real if for every p e M
the tangent space TpM contains no complex line.
Theorem 4.1. Let M c C " be a totally real submanifold ofGevrey class Gs. if dim M = m
and ms < n, then M is pluripolar.
In fact we prove a stronger result. It follows from Theorem 2.1 in [2] that a compact
set X c C n is pluripolar if and only if for any bounded domain D containing X and e > 0
there exists polynomial P such that
supi\P(z)\:zeD}>l
and
sup{|P(z)|:zeX}<e d e g P .
Theorem 4.2. Let M c C " be a totally real submanifold ofGevrey class Gs. Let X be a
compact subset ofM. If dim M = m and ms < n, then for every h < -^ and every N >
N0 = No(h) there exists a non-constant polynomial P e Z[z\,Z2,...,zn], degP < N with
coefficients bounded by exp{Nh), such that
sup{\P{z)\:zeX}<exp{-Nh).

(4.1)

This result is similar to the construction of an auxiliary function in transcendental
number theory (cf.[41] Proposition 4.10).
The Theorem 4.1 gives some information about polynomially convex hulls of manifolds of Gevrey class. Recall, that the polynomially convex hull X of X consists of all
z e Cm such that

|P(z)|<sup|P(OI,
feX

for all polynomials P. It is well known, that the polynomially convex hull of a pluripolar
compact set is pluripolar (this follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.4 in [25]).
We also introduce the notion oiKolmogorov dimension for a compact subset X c C "
(denoted JT-dim X) with the following properties.

1.

0<Jf-dimX<n.

2. JT-dim X = JT-dim X.
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3.
m

JT-dim ( J Xj = maxfJfc'-dim Xj : j = 1,..., m}.
7=1
n

4. IfDcC isadomain, X c £ ) a n d 0 : D —C fc isaholomorphicmap,then^T-dim(/»(X) <
JT-dim X.
5. If J£ r -dimX< n, then X is pluripolar.
The main result of this chapter is the following estimate of the Kolmogorov dimension of totally real sub manifolds of Gevrey class.
Theorem 4.3. Let M c C " be a totally real submanifold of Gevrey class Gs. Let X be a
compact subset ofM. If dim M = m then J?-dim X < ms.
Remark 4.4. This estimate is sharp. Similar estimates hold for more general class of CRmanifolds. These issues will be addressed in the forthcoming paper.
We defined the Kolmogorov dimension of X in terms of e-entropy of traces on X of
bounded holomorphic functions. The definition and basic properties of e-entropy are
given in the next Section. In Section 4.3 we discuss the notion of Kolmogorov dimension.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is given in Section 4.4.

4.2 The notion of e-entropy
Let (E, p) be a totally bounded metric space. A family of sets {Cy} of diameter not greater
than 2e is called an e-covering ofEifEQ\JCj.
Let NE {E) be the smallest cardinality of
the £-covering.
A set Y Q E is called e -distinguishable if the distance between any two points in Y is
greater than e: p (x, y) > e for all x, y e Y, x # y. Let ME {E) be the largest cardinality of an
e-distinguishable set.
For a nonempty totally bounded set E the natural logarithm
J^E(E)= log NE(E)
is called the e-entropy.
The notion of e-entropy was introduced by A. N. Kolmogorov in the 1950's. Kolmogorov was motivated by Vitushkin's work on Hilbert's 13th problem and Shannon's
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information theory. Note that Kolmogorov's original definition (see [28]) is slightly different from ours (he used the logarithm to base 2). Here we follow [30].
We will need some basic properties of the £-entropy.
Lemma 4.5. ([28], Theorem TV) For each totally bounded space E and each e > 0
M2e(E) < Ne(E) < ME{E)

(4.2)

Lemma 4.6. Let {{Ej, pj): j = 1,2,..., k} be a family of totally bounded metric spaces. Let
{E, p) be a Cartesian product with a sup-metric, i.e.
E = Ei x Ez x • • • x Eic,
p{{xi,x2,...,Xk),{yi,yz,...,yk))

=

maxjpj(Xj,yj).

Then
J%(E)

^JifeiEj)
j

Proof. Let {C;;} / = 1,... Nj be an e-covering of Ej. Then the family
{Cui x C2;2 x ••• x Cfcfc : lj = l,...,Nj}
is an ^-covering of E.

•

We also need upper bounds for e-entropy of a ball in finite-dimensional £°° space.
Let U^ be Un with the sup-norm:
||(*i,*2,...,Jc n )|| 00 = max|x/|.
j

Lemma 4.7. LetBr be a ball of radius r inU^. Then
J%{Br)<nlog(-

+ l).

Proof. The inequality is obvious for n = 1. The general case then follows from Lemma
(4.6).
D
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4.3 Kolmogorov Dimension
Let X be a compact subset of a domain D c C n . Let A% be a set of traces on X of functions analytic in D and bounded by 1. So / e A% if and only if there exists a function F
holomorphic on D such that
sup|F(z)|<l
ZED

and f(z) = F{z) for every z e X. By Montel's theorem .A^ is a compact subset of C{X).
The connections between the asymptotics of e-entropy and the pluripotential theory
were predicted by Kolmogorov, who conjectured that in the one dimensional case,

,.

«A£)

C(X,D)

hm —=
=
e-oiogftl/e)
(2TT)

,

where C(X, D) is the condenser capacity. This conjecture was proved simultaneously by
K. I. Babenko [4] and V D. Erokhin [14] for a simply-connected domain D and connected
compact X (see also [15]). For more general pairs (X,D) the conjecture was proved by
Widom [42]. A simplified proof can be found in [18].
In the multidimensional case Kolmogorov asked for a proof of the existence of the
limit
hm
r-^—
e-01og n+1 (l/ £ )
and a calculation of its explicit value. V. P. Zahariuta [45] showed how the solution of
Kolmogorov problem will follow from the existence of the uniform approximation of
the relative extremal plurisubharmonic function u*x D by multipole pluricomplex Green
functions with logarithmic poles in X ("Zahariuta conjecture"). Later this conjecture
was proved by Nivoche [34] for a "nice" pairs (D,X). Therefore it is established that for
such pairs
'.
«A£)
C{X,D)
hm
r-i— = —
,
e-oiog n+1 (l/£)
(2n)n
where C{X,D) is the relative capacity (see [7]).

The pluripolarity of X is equivalent to the condition C{X,D) = 0 ([7]). lfJ%{A%) =
o(log n+1 (j)) then X is "small" (pluripolar) and the asymptotics of e-entropy can be used
to determine how "small" X is. We will use the function
logJ^(^)
^(X,D)=limsup 6
* -1
e-o
to characterize the "dimension" of X.
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loglogi

(4.3)

For a compact subset X c C n we define the Kolmogorov dimension J?-dim X =
^{X, D), where D is a bounded domain containing X. A. N. Kolmogorov proposed in
[28] to use WiX, D) as afunctional dimension of space of holomorphic functions on X.
The idea to use ^(X.D) to characterize the "size" of compact X seems to be new. We
proceed to prove that ^(X, D) is independent of the bounded domain containing X.
Lemma 4.8. Let D c C " be a bounded domain. IfX\ ,X2,...,Xjc are compact subsets ofD,
then
W{{JXj,D) = maxy(XJlD).
Proof. Let X = \JXj. Embeddings Xj — X generate a natural isometric embedding
C{X) — C(X\) x C{Xz) x ••• x C(Xjt). Restriction of this embedding on A% gives an isometric embedding A% — A% x ^ x • • • x A% • By Lemma 4.6
k

Jf?£(A°) < £

< kmaxJt?£(A°.),

^E{ADX)

7=1

(4.4)

'

and the result follows.

•

For a point a e C " and R > 0, we denote A (a, R) the open polydisk of radius R with
center at a
A(a,R) = {z = (zi,z2,...,zn):\zj-aj\<R,
j = l,...,n} .
The following well known result follows direcdy from Cauchy's formula.
Lemma 4.9. Let R and r be real numbers, R > r > 0. Let a e Cn and f be a bounded
analytic function on the polydisk A(a, R). Then for any positive integer k there exists a
polynomial P^ of degree k such that
sup \f{w)-Pk(w)\
weA(a.r)

<-?—(!-)

sup \f{z)\.

K-r^K'

(4.5)

ZeMa,R)

Lemma 4.10. Let R and r be real numbers, R > r > 0. If a polynomial P of degree k
satisfies the inequality \P{w )| < A for every w e A(a, r), then for ze A(a, R) we have

-(f)

\P{z)\<A\-\

.

(4.6)

Proof. Let Q(A) = P((A(z - a) + a). The inequality follows from the application of maximum modulus principle to Q{X)IXk.
D
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Theorem 4.11. LetX be a compact in C". IfDi, £>2 <=Cn are bounded domains containing X, then"¥{X,Di) = W(X,D2).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that D\ c D2. Then A®1 => A®2 and
m(X,D\) > m(X,D2). We establish the special case of two polydisks first. Suppose
D\ = A(a,r) and D 2 = A(a,i?), where fl > r > 0. Choose r' > 0 such that r > r' and X c
A(a, r'). Let {fi,f2,...,fN} c ^ x X be a maximal ^-distinguishable set with N = M£(A^1).
By Lemma 4.9 there exist a positive integer A; and polynomials {p\,P2,---,PN) of degree
k such that
sup \fj (z) - pj (z) |< e/3

for ; = 1,2,..., N

zeX

and k < Llog i, where I depends only on i? and r'. Then polynomials {p\,p2,..., PN) are
£/3-distinguishable. By Lemma 4.10, polynomials

are bounded on D2 by 1. There exist positive constants c,A, which depend only on
R, r and r', but not on e, such that polynomials {q\,q2,..., qN) are 6-distinguishable (as
points in Ax2), where 5 = cex. Hence
NS W£2) < MS{ADX2) < N£ (Aj 1 ),

(4.7)

and v F(X,Di) = vF(X,D2).
If D\ = A (a, r) and D 2 is an arbitrary bounded domain containing D\, then there
exists R > 0, such that D3 = A(a,.R) 3 D 2 . In this case the theorem follows from the
inequalities
¥(X,Di) > ^(X,D 2 ) > W , D 3 ) = V{X,Di).
Now consider the general case. Let polydisks Ai, A 2 ,..., As c Di form an open cover
of X. There exist compact sets Xi, X 2 ,... Xs such that Xj <= Ajfor j = 1,2,..., s and UXj =
X. Then
V(Xj,Di) = W y , Ay) = V{Xj,D2),
for; = 1,2
s.
The theorem follows now from Lemma 4.8.

•

Example4.12. Let X = A(0, r). Let R > r and D = A(0,i?). Kolmogorov [28] (see also [30])
showed that
J%{A°) = C{n,r,R)llog±]
+ o | f l o g i ) loglog^j.
(4.8)
Therefore ^(X, D) = n and JT-dim X = n.
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Theorem 4.13. Let X be a compact subset of Cn. The Kolmogorov dimension JC -dim X
satisfies the following properties.
(1)

0<Jf-dimX<n.

(2) JV-dim{z} = 0.
(3) J£ -dim X = J£f -dim X.
(4) IfYczX

then Jf-dim Y < JC-dim X.

(5) If{Xj} is a finite family of compact subsets of Cn, then
m

J6 -dim [J Xj = max{J?f -dim Xj : j = 1,..., m}.
(6) IfDcCn isadomain,XcDand(p:D—>Ckisaholomorphicmap,
J6-dimX.

thenJV-dim(p(.X) <

(7) If Jt -dim X < n, then X is pluripolar.
Remark 4.14. Property (5) does not hold for countable unions. There exists a countable
compact set X such that n = J^-dim X (see Example 4.17). Such set X also provides a
counterexample to the converse of (7).
Proof. Properties (4) and (6) follow immediately from the definition. Property (2) follows from Lemma 4.7. Lemma 4.8 implies (5). The inequality J?f-dim X > 0 immediately
follows from the definition. From (4.8) follows that Kolmogorov dimension of a closed
polydisk equal n. Therefore (4) implies the second part of (1).
To show (3) consider a Runge domain D containing X. Let W = X. Then A® and A^
are isometric, hence W(X, D) = T(X, D) and (3) follows.
The property (7) follows from the following theorem and Lemma 4.18.
•
Theorem 4.15. Let X be a compact subset ofCn, such that J?f -dim X = s< n. Then for
every 1 < h < -j and every N >• AT0 = No{h) there exists a non-constant polynomial P e
Z[zi, Z2,..., zn], degP < N with coefficients bounded byexp{Nh), such that
sup{|P(z)|:zeX}<exp(-AT /l ).
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(4.9)

Proof. The result follows from Dirichlet principle. Let D = A(0,i?) be a polydisk containing X. Assume that R > 1. Let e = \exp{-2Nh - NlogR - nlogN). Choose t such
that 5 < t < p For large enough N there exists an e-covering of A% with cardinality
<exp{(log^)' +1 }.
Let T = [exp(Nh)] (integer part of exp(Nh)). There are

polynomials of degree at most N with coefficients in {1,2,... T}. Let {pi,p2, • • • PM) be a
list of all such polynomials. Clearly the polynomial
qj

1
N R exp{Nh)Pj
n N

~

belongs to A%. By our choice of t, h[t+l) <n + h, therefore there are more polynomials
qj than the cardinality of the e-covering, so there are two polynomials, let say q\ and q2
such that
I <7i U) - <72 (z) I < 2e
for every z e X.
Then P-px-p2

satisfies (4.9).

•

Let 3?N be the set of all polynomials (with complex coefficients) on C" of the degree
< N, whose supremum on a unit polydisk A(0,1) is at least 1.
Corollary 4.16. IfJC -dim X = s < n, then for every 1 < h < j and every N > NQ = No(h)
there exists polynomial P e &N, such that
sup{\P(z)\:zeX}<exp(-Nh).

(4.10)

Corollary 4.16 may be used to bound Kolmogorov dimension from below.
Example 4.17. Given 0 < r < 1 and a positive integer N there exists a finite set Xr,/v e
A(0, r), such that for any polynomial P e &^, the following inequality holds
max\P{z)\>-rN.
Z£X-r,N

For example, if e = jj^rN,
condition (4.11). Let

(4.11)

2

then a maximal e-distinguishable subset of A(0, r) satisfies
oo
x

= U -^l/jfc.jt •
fc=2
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Then X is compact and for any N > 2 and P e &M
\(\\N

sup|P(z)|> max | P ( z ) | > - —
zeX

zeXllNiN

.

2\N)

Therefore by Corollary 4.16 JT-dim X = n.
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.13 we need the following well-known result.
Lemma 4.18. Let X be a compact subset of Cn. If there exists a sequence {a^}, aic>0and
a family of polynomials P^ e &k such that
sup\Pk(z)\<e~ak,

and

(4.12)

zeX

lim^=oo,

(4.13)

A:

then X is pluripolar.
Proof. Let vk{z) = — logP^(z) and v(z) - limsup v^z). We will show that v > -2/3 on a
dense set. Let ( e C" and 0 < 6 < 1. Suppose that A(£, R) => A(0,1). We will show that there
exists a nested sequence of closed polydisks Am = &{wm,6m) with Ai = A(£,5), and an
increasing sequence of positive integers k\ = 1 < fo < • • • < km < ... such that v\-m > -2/3
on AOT for m > 1. Given A = Am = A(wm,8m) by Lemma 4.10 for any given k there exists
w e A such that
lPkiw)l

~ (j^d)

'

(4 14)

'

Choose k = km+\ > km such that
ak
R+6
—
k >21og- 6m
Then by (4.14) v^iw) > -1/2. Choose u/ w+ i = u/. Because the function vk is continuous
at w, there exists a closed polydisk A m + i = A(wm+i,<5m+i) c A w , such that f^ > -2/3 on
A m+ i. Therefore v> - 2 / 3 on a dense set. By(4.12), v\x< - 1 and so X is a negligible set.
By [7], negligible sets are pluripolar and result follows.
D
Remark 4.19. This lemma and the converse follow from Theorem 2.1 in [2].
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4.4 Manifolds of Gevrey Class
In view of Theorem 4.15 and Theorem 4.13 (6), Theorems 4.2 and 4.1 are corollaries of
Theorem 4.3. In this section we prove Theorem 4.3.
Let M c C n be an m-dimensional totally real submanifold of Gevrey class Gs. Let
X c M b e a compact subset. Fix p e M. There exist holomorphic coordinates (z, w) =
(x+ iy, w) e C", x,y e Rm, w £ Cn~OT near p, vanishing at p, real-valued functions of class
Gs hi, hz,..., hm, and complex valued functions of class Gs Hi, H2,...,Hn-m such that
h[ (0) = h'2{0) = • • • = h'm{0) = 0, H[ (0) = H2(0) = • • • = H'n_m{Q) = 0, and locally
M={{x + iy, w): yj = hfix), wk = Hk(x)} .

(4.15)

For a smooth manifold the existence of such coordinates is well known (see, for example
[5], Proposition 1.3.8). Note, that functions hj and H^ are defined by Implicit Function
Theorem, and so by [29] are of class Gs.
Wefixsuch coordinates and choose r sufficiently small. In view of Theorem 4.13 (5),
it is sufficient to prove Theorem 4.3 for X c A{p, r). Put D = A(p, 1). To estimate *F(X, D)
we will cover X by small balls, approximate functions in A% by Taylor polynomials, and
then replace within these polynomials terms wx and y v by Taylor polynomials of functions Hx and hv. To estimate the Taylor coefficients for powers of functions of Gevrey
class we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.20. Iff e GS(K) and \f\ < 1 on K, then there exists a constant C such that for
any positive integer k and any multi-index a the following inequality holds on K:

l«3 a / fc l<c |a|

fa + k-i\

(a\y.

(4.16)

a
Recall, that a + k = (ai + k, a2 + k,..., am + k).
Proof. We will argue by induction on k. Because | / | < 1, there exists a constant C, such
that
\daf\<Cw{al)s
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and (4.16) holds for k = 1. Suppose (4.16) holds for 1,2
\dafk+1\

£
v<a

a v

[Cwy

d /*a°"7
,V

c |a| £

'v+Jfc-lWal

v<a

V

vsa

V

\a

k, then
v +

fc 1

~

( V !)'((a-v)!)'

v!(a-v)!(v!) x_1 ((a-v)!) J

V

/

«

D

Remark 4.21. The same proof holds for the product of k different functions, provided
that they satisfy the Gevrey class condition (2.1) with the same constant Cg.
Let t > s > 1 and N be a large integer, which will tend to infinity later. Fix positive a <
t-s. Put 8 = Nl~* ande = N~aN. We may cover X by fewer than (l/<5)m balls of radius
5. Let Q be one of these balls and let K be the set of restrictions on Q of functions in A%We claim that any function / in K may be approximated by polynomials in x\, X2,..., xm
of the degree < N with coefficients bounded by CN(N\)s~l with error less than 2e, where
the constant C depends on X and r only. Let us show how the theorem follows from
this claim. The real dimension of the space of polynomials of the degree < N is T =
2( w ^ m ). Consider in the T-dimensional space with the sup-norm U^ the ball B of a
radius C^An) 5 - 1 . By Lemma 4.7,
(N+m],
^£(B)<2

N

(CN{N\)S-1
\
m+ll
log
1—!— + lUo(iV m + 1 logiV).

By the claim, an ^-covering of £ generates 3e-covering ofK, therefore
J%E{K) = 0(Nm+l log AD.
Then by (4.4),
J#|(A£) = o ( [ i ]

ATm+1logAf] = O(iV wf+1 logA0.

(4.17)

Now we let N tend to infinity. By (4.17), JfT-dim X = ^{X, D)<mt. The only restriction
imposed on t so far was t > s. Hence J?f-dim X < ms.
It remains to prove the claim. We approximate a function / in K in two steps. Consider the Taylor polynomial P of / centered at the center of the ball Q of the degree N.
By Cauchy's formula
1
( 5 \N

sup|/-P|<o
l-r-5
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1-r

<£

for sufficiently large N. Suppose P{z, w) = Hc\^xKy[iwv.

Because / e A%, we have

|CA/ivl ^ I-

On the next step we approximate y^ and wv by the Taylor polynomials of the degree
N of h}1 and Hv. Let (xo.yo, i^o) be the center of the ball Q. Let g be one of the functions
h\, \i2,- • • hm, Hi, Hz,... ,Hn-m and L< N. Then by the Taylor formula
gL(x0 + h)= £
\a\<N

ha
dag{x0)— + RN{x,h).
a!

By Lemma 4.20 for 11 h\ U < 5

\RN(x,h)\<CN+18N £
|a|=AM-l\.

h ^ " 1 ' (a!) s_1
a

>

Therefore log | R^{x,h) | = (s-£+o(l))MogN. For sufficiently large value of N, log |i?w(*.^) I <
ell and the claim follows.
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CHAPTER 5
ORBITS IN MAXIMAL IDEAL SPACE
5.1 Dimension of Orbits
Let M = GIH be a homogeneous manifold and A be an invariant algebra. The group
G acts on dual space A' and there exists a homogeneous CR structure on orbits. The
maximal ideal space DJIA <= A' is G-invariant. If 0 e DJIA, then G-(f> c DJIA- The dimension
of the orbit G • 0 <= QJt^ may be larger than dim M.
Example 5.1. Let G = SU{1,1) be Mobius group. Let M - dU be a boundary of a unit
disk. Let A be a closure in C{M) of an algebra of polynomials. Then DJIA = QJ and there
are two orbits in DJIA- M and U.
Theorem 1.2 shows that for totally real invariant algebra A on a homogeneous space
M "extra" dimension of an orbit in DJIA is always compensated by "extra" complex structure.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Without lost of generality we may assume, that the algebra A separates points. Then A is an invariant totally-real algebra.
Let (p e DJIA- By [21] Theorem (4.1.6), there exists compact K c M, such that <p e
DJXAK, where AK is a completion of the algebra A\K- It means that the functional 0 has a
representing measure y. supported on K (see [19] section II.2). Let I c M b e a compact
neighborhood of K. Then for sufficiently small neighborhood U of the identity element
e e G, for every g&Uwe have g• (p e DJIAXSuppose that n = dimM. Choose s > 1, such that ns < n + 1. For example, we may
choose 5 = ^jjy. The algebra A is totally-real, which means that for every point p e M
there exist n smooth functions fi,f2,---,fne
A°°, such that differentials dfjip) are Clinearly independent. By Lemma 2.7 (see also Remark 2.8) we may choose functions
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h>h'---'fn of Gevrey class Gs. The differentials dfj{z) are C-linearly independent for
every z in a neighborhood Up of p.
Suppose that m - dim G-(f>- CR-dim G • (p. As in proof of Lemma 2.10 there exists
smooth functions/i,/2,...,/ m with C-linear independent differentials dfjty). Again, we
may choose functions /}• in G s n A.
Because X is compact, there exists a finite family of functions f\, /•>,..., /JV e Gs n A
and a neighborhood Ux of X, such that the following conditions hold.
1. For every z e Ux, the dimension of the complex linear space spanned by differentials dfj{z) is n.
2. The dimension of the complex linear space spanned by differentials dfj{(f>) is m.
Consider a map F: VJIA —• C N
f W = (/iW,/2W,-,/ivW).

(5.D

Let i : M — QJl^ be the evaluation map. By the choice of f\,fz,...,fN,
the map
5
w
O = F o i is a totally real immersion of Gevrey class G of Ux into C . Adding functions if necessary, we may assume, that O is an embedding of Ux- By Theorem 4.3,
J?f -dim 4>(X) < ns < n + 1. Let U be a sufficiently small neighborhood U of the identity
element e e G, such that for every g eUwe have g-(pe $JIAX- By result of S. I. Pinchuk
[35], JT-dim F(U-(f>) > m. By the choice of U, F(U-<p) c F(WIAX) C * W - Therefore, by
Theorem 4.13, properties (3) and (4)
m < Jf-dim F((U• <p) < JT-dim <5(X) = J^-dim <£(X) < ns < n +1.

(5.2)

Hence m < n as claimed.

D

Let A be an invariant totally real algebra on a homogeneous manifold M = G/H.
Corollary 5.2. Let the homogeneous CR structure on the orbit G • (p for <p e 9JIA be determined by Lie algebra q, then
dime 1 ^ dimre H.

(5.3)

Proof. By the definition of homogeneous CR structure
dim G • (p - CR-dim G • <p = dimRG - dimcq.
Clearly
dimoj M = dimre G - dimoj H,
and the claim follows.

D
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Corollary 5.3. There exists a neighborhood U ofM in 9JIA> such that for every 0 e U, if
the homogeneous structure on the orbit G(p is determined by Lie algebra q, then
dime q = dirrtR H.

(5.4)

Proof. This follows immediately from the previous corollary and Lemma 2.10.

•

5.2 Rigidity of Lie Algebras
From now on we assume that M = G/H is a bounded symmetric domain. In this section
we study invariant CR structures on orbits satisfying (5.4). For a functional (p e A' denote
q<p the Lie algebra defining the homogeneous CR structure on the orbit G • (p. Let i: M —
A' be the evaluation map i{z): f — /(z). Put k = dim//. Let W be a neighborhood of fjc
in the Grassmanian Gr^tgc) of fc-dimensional complex subspaces of go According to
Lemma 2.10, there exists a neighborhood [ / c A ' o f i{0), such that for every 0 e U with
dimcq^ = k we have q^ e W. By the result of R. W. Richardson [36], Proposition 12.2,
the algebra he is rigid with respect to G. This means that there exists a neighborhood
W of he in the Grassmanian Grjt(gc) with the following property: Every complex Lie
subalgebra q of gc with q e W is a conjugate of he, i.e. there exists s e Go such that
q=Ad(5)h c .
Here Gc => G is the complexification of G. This proves
Lemma 5.4. There exists a neighborhood U ofi{0) e A' with the following property. For
every (p e U with dime q</> = dime he there exists s e Gc, such that
q<£=Ad(5)hc.

(5.5)

5.3 Complex Crown
Consider the complexification Me = Gel He of the bounded symmetric domain M G/H. Note, that the group G acts on Me. Let JCO e Me and He be the isotropy group
of XQ. Then we may identify M with the orbit G-XQC MQ. The complex structure on Me
induces the homogeneous CR structure on orbits G • x in Me. This structure is universal
in the following sense. Let s e Gc and x = S-XQ. The homogeneous CR structure on the
orbit G • x is generated by the complex Lie algebra q = Ad(s)hc- The isotropy group
Gx = {geG:g-x

= x} = GnsHcs~l
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is the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra g n q. By (2.2), the isotropy group of <p in
G-(p also has Lie algebra gnq. Therefore the map F^-.G-x-* G-(p given by F${g-x) = g-(f)
is a well-defined surjective CR map.
The complexification Mc is too large for our purpose. For example, in general the
isotropy subgroup Gx is not compact. However for x sufficiently close to xo the isotropy
subgroup is compact. The largest connected neighborhood ClofG-xo with the property,
that the isotropy subgroup Gx for every x e Q. is compact is called the complex crown of
M. Detailed information about the complex crown and the action of G on the complexification Mc can be found in [1], [9], [17].
We need some basic information on restricted root systems. The book [23] contains
all necessary information with complete proofs. Let g = h -i-m be a Cartan decomposition
of the real semisimple algebra g. Fix a maximal abelian subalgebra a of m. Then there
exist a Cartan subalgebra of the form t = t + a of g. The complexification tc is a Cartan
subalgebra of g o Let A(gc,tc) be the corresponding set of roots. Denote A(g,a) c a'
the set of restrictions of roots on a. The root space decomposition for gc induces the
decomposition
g =a+l+

Y,

0A.

(5.6)

AeA(g,a)

where I is the centralizer of a in rj. Every A e A(gc, tc) takes real value on a, so ad(a) are
simultaneously diagonalizable over U. The spaces gA are the joint eigenspaces.
The Killing form <•, •) on a induces a positive definite bilinear form on a dual space
a', also denoted <•, •>• For A e a' define Hx by (X, Hx) - X{X). The bilinear form on a' is
defined by (A, ju) = (Hx, H^). The restricted root system has the following properties.
1. Restricted roots A(g, a) span the vector space a'.
2. If A e A(g, o) then the reflection
2<a,A>1
preserves the restricted root system A(g, a).
(A,JU)

3. For A, (x e A(g, a) the number 2
is integer.
(A, A)
For computations it is convenient to consider
,A_
h>

2

#

A

{HX,HX)
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For every reduced root A there exist bases {EX,EX,...,EX.} of g\ and {El

x

,E2x,...,Ekx]

of g_A. such that for every j = 1,2,..., k
1. The vectors ExE~.x, hx forms ansfe triple, i.e.
[hx,Ex]=2Ex,

[hx,E-jx]=-2Exr

and [Ex,Ejx] = hx.

2. The vectors Xx - EJ - Ejx are in rj and the vectors Yx = Ex + Ejx are in m.
Then we have
[Xx,Yx]=2hx,

[hx,X,f]=p(hx)YJt,

and [hx, Y»\ = ii{hx)X»

(5.7)

We need the following elementary fact about the complex crown. Let OJ 3 0 be an
open set in o denned by
<y = { f e o : |A(OI<-

forallAeA(g,o)}.

(5.8)

The complex crown is defined by Q = Gexp(ia>) • xo.
We can summarize this discussion as follows.
Proposition 5.5. There exists a neighborhood U ofi{0) e A'with the following property.
For every (p e U with dime q«/> = dime f)c there exist f e w and a surjective CR map F<p :
Gexp(j'f) • xo — G • (p. The map F^ is a local isomorphism.
Proof. Choose U in Lemma (5.4), such that s • XQ e Q. Then s • XQ - go exp(/f) • xo, where
go G G and f e w . Put F^(g exp(/f) • XQ) = ggQ1 • (p. As above, the map F^ is a well-defined
surjective CR map. Because dimG •</> = dimGexp(if) • xo, this map is a local isomorphism.
•

5.4 Levi Form and Holomorphic Extension
In this section we are using the Boggess-Polking theorem on holomorphic extension of
CR functions to show that every CR function on G • expd'f) • Xo for regular f extends to a
holomorphic function on an open set G • exp(i W) • xo, where W c a and f e W.
Let (S, Y) be a CR manifold. Recall, that Y is a subbundle of the complexified tangent
bundle CT(S). For p e S, let
Tip :CTp{S) - CTp{S) j {Yp®Yp)
be the projection map.
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Definition 5.6. The intrinsic vector-valued Levi form of S at a point p is the map
Lp:yp^cTp{S)/(yp®yp)
defined by
Lp(Zp) -

1

,
r—np[Z,Z\,

where Z e Y is an arbitrary extension of Zp to a vector field.
Simple computations (see [8], section 10.1) show that Lp is a well-defined real valued
form.
Lemma 5.7. On a homogeneous CR manifold {GIH, q), where H is the isotropy group of
p, the intrinsic Levi form at p is the map
Lp:q-*Q/{Qn[q

+ q))

given by
'Lp(Z) = ~np[Z,Z],

(5.9)

where Z eq, and the bracket [Z, Z] is the Lie algebra bracket operation.
Proof. Let Z = X+iY, where X, Y e g. Extend X and Y to the right-invariant vector
fields X and Y on GIH. Then Z is in Y and formula follows from [X, Y] = - [X, Y] (see
[23], Lemma 3.5, Chapter II).
•
If S a CR submanifold of a Hermitian manifold Xl then it is more convenient to work
with the extrinsic Levi form. Recall, that the complex tangent space Hp{S) is the real part
oiYp. If / is the complex structure on X, then Hp{S) = Tp{S)nJTp{S). Let Xp{S) be the
orthogonal complement of Hp(S) in Tp{S). Let np : Tp(S) •— Xp(S) be the orthogonal
projection. Let NP{S) be the orthogonal complement to Tp{S) in Tp{X).
Definition 5.8. The extrinsic vector-valued Levi form of S at a point p is the map
Lp:Y-~Np{S)
given by

Lp{Zp) = -JnJ±:[~Z,Z}).
l

A Hermitian manifold is a complex manifold with a Riemannian metric that preserves the complex
structure.
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Definition 5.9. The Levi cone Yp is the convex hall of the image of L in Np{S). Clearly Fp
is a convex cone.
Definition 5.10. An analytic disc in X is a continuous map T: U — X which is holomorphic on U. We say that the disc T attached to a manifold S c X if T maps the circle dl) to
S.
The Bogges-Polking theorem asserts, that if the Levi cone Tp c Np{S) has non-empty
interior, then for every smaller cone T <rp there exist a neighborhood OJ of p and a
wedge W with a tangent cone T such that each point in W n co is contained in the image
of an analytic disc attached to S. Locally we may identify X with C" and consider the
wedge S + T.
To apply this result for an orbit Gexp(i^) -x0 in the complex crown H, we need to find
the Levi cone. We are using notations from Section 5.3. Let a = exp(z£). By homogeneity
it is enough to find the Levi cone at x = a- xo. Choose an ordering on the set of restricted
roots, such that A(£) > 0 for every positive root A. Such ordering is not unique if A(£) =
0 for some root A. Let A+(g,a) be the set of all positive roots. Computations in [17],
Section 10.4, shows that for ( e w , the homogeneous CR structure on G a • xo is generated
by complex Lie algebra spanned by vectors Zj = Ad(a)Yf = cosA(^)F^ + /sinA^XJ 1 ,
where A e A+(g, a). By Lemma 5.7 we have
L(Zf) = -2cosA(£)sinA(0*'frA-

(5.10)

By (5.8), 0 < A(£) < | . Hence, Levi cone contains vectors -iHx for all A € A(g,a), such
that A«) > 0.
Definition 5.11. A vector £ e o is called regular, if A«f ^ 0 for all A e A(g, a). The set of
regular vectors is a complement to a finitely many hyperplanes.
Lemma 5.12. Let M = GlH be a bounded symmetric domain. Letg be a Lie algebra of G.
LetQ = h + m be a Cartan decomposition and let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra in m.
Suppose that £ e o» is a regular vector. Let TV be the Weyl group. Let L<^abe the interior
of the convex hull ofW • £ in a. Then for each smooth CR function onS = G- exp(/£) there
exist a unique function F holomorphic onG-L and continuous onG-LuS, with F - f on
S.
Proof. For a regular vector ( e w the Levi cone Tp{S) at p - exp(j^) • xo) contains - iHx
for every A e A+(g,ct). By Bogges-Polking Theorem there exists a unique holomorphic
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extension F of / on some wedge G • W. Each of this functions F is holomorphic on
the holomorphic hull of G- W. By Theorem 6.3.1 in [17] (see also [9]) this hull contains
GL.
D
We now return to the study of the maximal ideal space 9JIA of an invariant algebra
on a bounded domain. Suppose that VJIA ^ *(M). where i is the evaluation map. Choose
a neighborhood U of i((0) as in Proposition 5.5. By the Shilov Idempotent Theorem, the
maximal ideal space is connected. Therefore there exist </> e [/ n 9JIA such that (p 3 i(M).
Then there exists <f e a> and a CR map from Gexp(/£) • XQ onto G • (f>. Suppose, that £ is
regular. For every f e A, the function / = / o F is a CR function on Gexp(/£) • JCO. By
Lemma 5.12, the function / h a s the holomorphic extension on a neighborhood W of
G • XQ in the complex crown Q.. The map F can be extended to a map W — TIA by
Fix):/-

f{x).

This map is a locally one-to-one. Under these assumptions the maximal ideal space
contains a manifold of the dimension 2 dim M. Theorem 4.3 shows that this is the maximal possible dimension of the maximal ideal space. The author is unaware of any examples of the point-separating subalgebras of CiM), not necessary invariant, having such
large maximal ideal space. However, the author failed to prove that such subalgebras
does not exist.
It is still an open problem, if the Rudin's classification of invariant algebras on the
unit ball [38] can be extended to bounded symmetric domains, or is it the artifact of the
rank-one case.
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